Arguments in favour of endocytosis of glycoprotein components of the membranes of parallel fibers by Purkinje cells during the development of the rat cerebellum.
Chloroquine (a drug known to induce a dysfunction of lysosomes) was used to study the behavior of Concanavalin A binding glycoproteins located on the axolemma of parallel fibers in young rat cerebella, and abundant on these membranes at a period preceding synaptogenesis with the dendrites of Purkinje cells. Chloroquine induces in Purkinje cells a large accumulation of grains consisting of membrane whorls in lysosomes. These grains stain for Concanavalin A, and do not stain either for a mitochondrial marker (aspartate aminotransferase mitochondrial isoenzyme) or for a marker of the Purkinje cell internal membrane (PSG). It is suggested that the material accumulating in the Purkinje cells under the effect of chloroquine comes from the parallel fibers. Together with the observation that alpha-D-mannosidase (involved in the degradation of these glycoproteins) is exclusively located inside Purkinje cells, these results provide a firm indication that this material enters the Purkinje cells through pinocytosis. The absence of ATPase activity (ATPase is a glycoprotein plasma membrane marker highly concentrated on parallel fibers) within these grains suggested that not all the components of these membranes are pinocytosed, but that the process is specific for certain molecules. These results are compatible with the ultrastructural observations of others, and support the arguments in favour of the pinocytosis phenomenon being one of the first steps of synapse formation. The observed specificity of pinocytosis for certain molecules suggests that a receptor-mediated recognition of some glycans of glycoproteins is the preliminary event in the establishment of synapses.